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Ever since I was 
little, you were 
here.



For days and days, 
you were here.



You were here when 
the sun was shining.



You were here when 
it was raining.



You were here when I 
went to school…and 
when I came back 
home.



You were part of what 
I saw and did every 
day.



But one day you 
weren’t here anymore. 



Where did you go?



Other people are 
here.  I see them 
every day, just like I 
used to see you.



But it isn’t the same.  
No one is the same as anybody else.



My grownup said you had to go away, that you 
did not want to leave me.



You did not want to 
leave me, my 
grownup said.



It doesn’t make sense.  Grownups are big.  They can 
do things by themselves. 



Why did you leave me 
when you didn’t want to? 

It makes me feel sad and 
mixed up.



My grownup said that 
what people WANT to 
do and HAVE to do are 
not the same thing.  

Sometimes grownups 
have to do things they 
don’t want to do.



I know about that.  Sometimes I 
have to do things that I don’t want 
to do.  



But you are big! You 
can do things you 
want to do. 

It makes me very mad 
at you.  You are big.  
You could be here.



Maybe something made you go away.  
Maybe it was something I did … or 
said.. or felt…



Or maybe you went 
away because of 
something I didn’t do.
That makes me feel sad 
and scared.  I wonder if I 
made you go away. 



My grownup told me 
something important.  My 
grownup told me you did 
not go away because of me.  
You did not go away 
because of something I did 
or said or felt.  You did not 
want to leave me.



My grownup said it is 
very very sad when 
people go away.  We 
wish they could be 
here, even when they 
can’t.  



Sometimes we think if we try very very hard, we can make 
them come back. 
But we can’t.  We didn’t make them go away… and we cannot 
make them come back.



My grownup keeps me 
company when I feel sad.  
We talk about you.  We 
think about happy times 
and sad times together.  
We remember you.



My grownup says that one day it 
will be easier to think about you.  I 
will remember you without 
feeling so so sad.  Today isn’t that 
day, but tomorrow may be.  



Tomorrow I may feel 
better, and I will still 
remember you.
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